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How long can you expect a virtual assistant or in house assistant to stay with your company an
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Article Body:
That´s the number one question I´m asked by clients, future clients, and interviewers.

So how

As a small or home-based business owner, are you basing your perception of how long a worker s

What we need to remember though is that everyone is not like us. Especially the current workf
Let me say it again in this article: A recent study said that the average tenure in a job for
Depends on what?
¯
Things change in people´s lives ˘ everyone´s lives.

Mine and yours and your virtual a

Think back to the reasons you have changed jobs in the past.

What things in your past have ca

¯

Job likeability.

You´ve got to like your job.

I hope we can all agree on that.

¯

Boss likeability.

¯

Then of course there´s Big Bad Team Double-ClickSM.

¯

Theft.

If y

Yes, theft.

For me, the only one I didn´t stick with for a good length of time

At Team Double-ClickSM our job, a

Team Double-ClickSM is a virtual staffing agency ˘ we´re the midd

¯
Popularity. Team Double-Click`s virtual assistants are contracted ˘ not employed ˘ by
Knowing what causes people to leave should help you better understand how long a virtual assis
So when asked ˆhow long can I expect my virtual assistant to stay with me˜.

I always say ˆIt

This article´s goal was to give you a better perspective of what to expect in this day and age
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